International
arbitration

“They are very pragmatic,
sensible and commercial.”
Chambers UK 2016

As international trade and foreign
investment continues to grow, so do
disputes across borders. International
arbitration is often the preferred dispute
resolution mechanism for international
business because of its confidential nature
and the international enforceability of
arbitral awards.
From our offices around the world, Charles
Russell Speechlys advises clients on
international arbitration conducted under
both civil and common law systems, in
many different languages and under the
rules of all of the major international
arbitration institutions.
We have experience of conducting
arbitration in all of the world
world’’s major centres
of arbitration and particularly in London,
Paris, Geneva, Dubai and Hong Kong. We
also have extensive experience of acting in
statutory and inter
inter--state arbitrations.
Our dedicated arbitration specialists across
the world assist our clients with every
aspect of arbitration, from drafting complex
arbitration clauses, through advising on
disputes to helping clients to locate assets
and enforce arbitral awards under the New
York Convention and other international
treaties.
The team consists of specialist arbitration
lawyers, who have experience in a variety of
key industry sectors including IT, telecoms,
sport, real estate, construction and
engineering, mining, oil and gas,
pharmaceuticals, infrastructure and
transport, manufacturing and industrials,
shipping, and insurance and reinsurance.

Members of our international arbitration
group also regularly sit as arbitrators. This
experience provides our clients with
valuable insight into the arbitral process
from the perspective of those that judge
such disputes.
Whether you are a government, a sovereign
wealth fund, a multinational or a private
business, we combine legal and sector
knowledge with a proven track record of
winning high value and complex disputes,
working with local counsel where
appropriate.
Our clients use us because they trust our
skill, experience, tenacity and reputation to
achieve the best possible outcome, and
because our partners personally handle
their cases.
Throughout the arbitration process our
focus is on providing a confidential, swift
and cost
cost--effective service – and, of course,
achieving the right result.

“The law firm Charles Russell
Speechlys have provided us
with exemplary support in a
recent arbitration! We are
very pleased with their
professional, proactive
support.”
General Counsel of Ooredoo Q.S.C
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Our relevant experience
Inter-state and statutory
arbitrations
l

Successfully acted for the Government
of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
in the UNCLOS arbitration against the
Government of Barbados, relating to
the delimitation of the Exclusive
Economic Zone and Continental Shelf
between the two countries. Also acted
for the client in the arbitration
proceedings brought against them by
BAES, after the Government of the
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
terminated the contract for alleged
breaches in relation to the purchase of
3 OPVs.

l

ICC arbitrations
l

Advising a Saudi Arabian client in
relation to an appeal of an arbitral award
of USD$6.5 million by a Nasdaq listed
American multinational corporation to
the Permanent Court of Arbitration in
the Hague heard under the ICC Rules.

l

Acting successfully in ICC arbitration in
complex international
distribution/agency agreement against
backdrop of product liability, where legal
principles governed by lex mercatoria
and UNIDROIT / IBA evidence rules.

l

Advised Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority of Bahrain in a
landmark statutory arbitration case
against Batelco, which is the first
arbitration of its kind in the Kingdom of
Bahrain.

l

l

Advised Oxus Gold on the English law
aspects of the investor – state
arbitration against The Republic of
Uzbekistan succeeding in staying the
claim in England.

Acting in an ICC arbitration (Paris) on
behalf of an English distribution
Company against a Czech industrial
group (Czech law applicable) in a
commercial dispute.

l

Acting in an ICC arbitration (Paris) on
behalf of a French Company against a
Dutch group in a dispute regarding the
construction of an Hospital in Chad
(French law applicable).

l

Advising a German investor in a major
agricultural project in Zambia against
the English founders; this ICC
arbitration includes complex issues of
valuation of Zambian assets and of
currency rates and exchange.

UNCITRAL arbitrations
l

l
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Advising the Irish manufacturer of wind
farm technology in a class of claims by
consumers in a number of Renewable
Energy Association arbitral
proceedings and appeals under The
Independent Arbitration Service for
Domestic Consumers scheme.

Successfully acted for the claimant, a
technology company, in respect of a
UNCITRAL arbitration relating to the
non
non‐payment
payment of 2 loan agreements
with the defendant company. The case
involved issues of cross border
insolvency, criminal charges and a
court freezing injunction in Cuba. The
Arbitral Tribunal issued an award in
favour of our client.
Acting for the English claimant in an
UNCITRAL arbitration against a state
owned Ukrainian entity in a dispute
regarding the development of the
marina in Kiev.

"Very strong in litigation they are pragmatic and to the
point."
Chambers Global 2016, Dispute
Resolution

LCIA arbitrations
l

l

Advising a Middle Eastern client in an
arbitration under the LCIA Rules relating
to a USD$ 50 million claim concerning a
Term Loan Facility Agreement and Bank
Floating Rate Note transaction.
Acting for a major Qatari
telecommunications provider in a
$600m arbitration claim.

l

Acting for the Bahraini claimant in an
LCIA arbitration relating to a contract
between the Ministry of Defence and
the Saudi government relating to a
satellite telephone network.

l

Advising on the arbitration of a claim by
the Dubai Technology and Media Free
Zone Authority relating to media
content and alleged breach of local
regulations. The arbitration was heard in
the broadcasting and Publications
Standards Tribunal.

l

Acting for the operator of a data centre
in London against a US corporation in
an arbitration involving highly complex
issues of technology together with
alleged fraud.

CMAP arbitrations (Centre de
Médiation et d’arbitrage de
Paris)
l

Acting in a CMAP arbitration on behalf
of shareholders of a French group of
companies in the context of a
shareholders dispute relating to the
enforcement of a share purchase
agreement and warranties (French law
applicable)

“The Charles Russell
Speechlys team is focused on
client service. They do not
chase fees. They advise on the
basis of what they believe to
be in the best interests of the
client.”
Central Bank of Bahrain, 2016

"Charles Russell Speechlys
LLP is 'top class in all
respects'."
Legal 500 EMEA, 2015
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Your key contacts

Patrick Gearon
Partner, Bahrain

John Sykes
Partner, UK

T: +973 17 133203
patrick.gearon@crsblaw.com

T: +44 (0)20 7203 5131
john.sykes@crsblaw.com

Patrick is the head of the firm
firm’’s Middle East
Dispute Resolution team which consists of
over 15 arbitration lawyers in our 3 offices
in Dubai, Bahrain and Qatar. Patrick has
over 23 years of experience in arbitration,
litigation and mediation with an emphasis on
international disputes and is recognised as a
leading individual in both Chambers Global
and Legal 500.

John is a partner in our London office and
has over 20 years of experience in
arbitration, litigation and mediation with an
emphasis on international disputes and is
recognised as a leading individual in both
Chambers and Legal 500.

Patrick is working in current arbitrations for
clients under the following arbitral rules:
International Chamber of Commerce,
London Court of International Arbitration,
BCDR, DIFC, QFC and UNCITRAL rules.
He has conducted litigation and arbitration
in Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, UAE, USA, France, Germany and
Switzerland as well as all the Courts in the
UK.
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John is working in current arbitrations for
clients under the following arbitral rules:
International Chamber of Commerce,
London Court of International Arbitration,
Renewable Energy Consumer Code,
London Marine Arbitrators
Arbitrators’’ Association,
and under UNCITRAL rules. He has also
worked successfully in negotiating
settlements of commercial disputes in
Africa, the Middle East and Europe.
John lectures regularly on arbitration, most
recently in Milan, Italy, and he is speaking at
the ICC Africa conference. He heads the
International Arbitration group of ALFA
International.

Frédéric Jeannin
Partner, France

Bruno Ledrappier
Partner, Switzerland

About Charles Russell
Speechlys

T: +33 (0) 1 70 99 09 05
frederic.jeannin@crsblaw.com

T: +41 (0)22 591 18 47
bruno.ledrappier@crsblaw.com

Frédéric is a partner in our Paris office and
has over 20 of experience in arbitration and
in commercial litigation. He assists French
and foreign clients in high value and complex
disputes before arbitral tribunals, French
courts and alternative dispute resolution
bodies.

Bruno is a partner in our Geneva office and
has over 15 years of experience in
arbitration and litigation with an emphasis
on commercial disputes. He assists clients
in domestic and international cases before
arbitral tribunals and Swiss courts.

Charles Russell Speechlys is a law firm
headquartered in London, with offices in
the UK, Europe and the Middle East.

Frédéric is working in current arbitrations for
clients under the following arbitral rules: ICC
Paris, CMAP and ad hoc rules.
He regularly advises and assists investors
in investment disputes and particularly in the
enforcement of guarantees, breach of
negotiations, officers' liability and disputes
between shareholders. Frédéric has
extensive experience of liability disputes
arising out of large projects or construction
and products liability.

Bruno is working in ongoing arbitrations for
clients under the following arbitral rules:
Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, IBA
rules and ad hoc rules. He regularly assists
clients in disputes on commodity trading,
shipping and trade finance. Bruno also has
extensive experience of liability disputes and
disputes between shareholders.

We have an unusually broad range of skills
and experience across the full spectrum
of business and personal needs. This
gives us a wider perspective, clear insight
and a strongly commercial long
long--term
view. We use the approach to secure the
growth of our clients as they move
confidently into the future.
It has made us a leader in the world of
dynamic growth and family businesses,
and among the world's leading creators
and owners of private wealth and their
families. Major corporates and
institutions find our more considered and
personal approach a refreshing
alternative to conventional business law
firms.
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Contact

Our offices

If you are interested in more information on
our services, please contact:

London
5 Fleet Place
London
EC4M 7RD UK
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000

Patrick Gearon
Partner
patrick.gearon@crsblaw.com

Cheltenham
Compass House
Lypiatt Road
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL50 2QJ UK
T: +44 (0)1242 221122
Guildford
One London Square
Cross Lanes
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 1UN UK
T: +44 (0)1483 252525

Doha
Palm Tower
Floor 15
West Bay
PO Box 26600 Doha
Qatar
T: +974 40342036
Dubai
Office 1108, 11th Floor
Index Tower
DIFC
Dubai, UAE
T: +971 4246 1900
Geneva
9 -11 rue du Prince
1204 Geneva
Switzerland
T: +41 (0)22 591 18 88
Hong Kong
Unit 1002, L10,
1 Duddell Street,
Central, Hong Kong
T: +852 6596 7517
Luxembourg
2 rue Jean Monnet
L-2180 Luxembourg
T: +352 26 48 68 00
Manama
Bahrain World Trade Center
Floor 24 East Tower
PO Box 31249 Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain
T: +973 17 133200
Paris
41 Avenue de Friedland
75008 Paris
France
T: +33 (0) 1 70 99 09 00
Zurich
Basteiplatz 7
8001 Zurich
Switzerland
T: +41 (0)43 430 0200

charlesrussellspeechlys.com
Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales, registered number OC311850, and is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Charles Russell
Speechlys LLP is also licensed by the Qatar Financial Centre Authority in respect of its branch office in Doha. Any reference to a partner in relation to Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is to a member of Charles Russell
Speechlys LLP or an employee with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of members and of non
non-- members who are described as partners, is available for inspection at the registered office, 5 Fleet Place, London.
EC4M 7RD.

